Who Do You Run To If You’re DMC?! Who are the hot artists chasing to produce their newest hits? Jared Lee Gosselin. That’s who. Macy Gray, India Arie, Bobby Brown, DMC, Zappa, Velvet Revolver, Floetry, JOJO, Nicole Scherzinger, Valora, Serj Tanakian and many more. Growing up in Detroit, Jared cut his teeth under the tutelage of Motown greats and hasn’t looked back once. He’s in demand for music, soundtracks and more. Whether he’s producing DMC’s next hit or mixing the music for Dolce & Gabbana’s next commercial, he’s comfortable and confident knowing the end result will tap your emotions and get you listening to the end. One of the young powerhouse producers, you can also see Jared doing his DJ performances in clubs and music videos...and always with Aphex there to help bring out the sound.

“Aphex allows me to create tone and quality unlike any other device in the studio. Put it this way: If I don’t have Aphex, I don’t work!” - Jared Lee Gosselin